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August 6th Minutes & stuff

The August meeting started exactly on time,
it seems that our fearless leader, Mister
President Robbie Bridges, has finally figured
out how to tell time. Two of our more
prominent absentees were VP Peter
Whichamacallit and Treasurer Glenn Fumbler.
(Sure hope they aren't together in Las Vegas
with all the clubs money.) Robbie reviewed the
raffle material and also introduced a couple of
visitors including Bob Scholars son Michael.

After a short question and answer period
which solved all the worlds software problems
the meeting was turned over to our esteemed 8
BIT software chairman Bob Scholar.

Bob demonstrated our volume 14 number 8
Floppy. Which means this silliness has been
going on pretty close to fourteen years, pretty
soon we will have been in business longer than
Atari. Bob also mentioned that next months
floppy would be done by Terry Stearns, so that
he could take a little time off to have some
surgery taken care of. ( By the way Bob, after
you left the meeting it was voted unanimously
that while you were in the hospital you should
hold out for a whole body transplant. The only
discussion about this transplant was whether it
should be from the neck up or from the neck
down. After a bit of discussion on this point it
was decided that we couldn't stand the shock of
a new head so go for the body only.)
Everybody hopes Bob's surgery will be easy
and recovery rapid, mainly because nobody
wants to put up with Terry any longer than
necessary.

Speaking about Atari and business in the
same breath seems to be an error at this point

in time as they have dropped the Atari name for
the stock listings and now are known as JTS.
Changing the listing hasn't done much good for
stock prices which are again in the three dollar
area. To bad they couldn't keep it going a bit
longer what with this new craze, the Internet,
the really low cost of hard drives and chips,
they could have been in line with a good low
cost entry level machine. Oh well. It seems this
Internet thing isn't much different than an
updated BBS system. From what I have found
so far some of the old BBS's were more
interesting.

Our friendly enemies from ABACUS across
the bay have come up with a really first class
idea for their next meeting. They are going to
assemble a PC clone at the meeting, from what
the newsletter article states this will become the
Clubs Computer. Considering the great talent
in the ABACUS club it will probably turn out to
be a retarded 684 with glitches.

See you at the meeting
--- Jim Moran ---- Secretary

Get on Pac Bell's Toll Road to the
Information SuperHighway...

Call the SLCC BBS!!

Inside the 6502 West
@

510+895-8022

Tell them Bob sent you!
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